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Abstract 

The significance of stochast並ityin the characteristics of the surface layers of a site 
もothe resulting spaもialvariatil∞of seismic ground motions and the seismic ground 
strains is investigated. For this purpose， an analytical site-specific model is developed. 
The model approximates the site topography by a horizontally extended layer with 
random characteristics overlaying a halιspace (bedrock). The spatial varia七ionof 
the inciden七motionat the bedrock-layer interface incorporates the effects of the loss 
of coherence of the motions at increぉingseparation distances and their propagation 
in the bedrock; the site contribueion to the spatial variation of the surface motions 
results from the vertical transmission of shear waves through七hestochastic layer. 1七
is shown， in an example applica志ionof the approach， thaもthespatial coherence of七he
motions on the ground surface is similar to that of the incident motion at the bedrock-
layer interface except at the predominant仕equencyof the layer， where it decreases 
considerably. It is also shown thaも， for sof七soilcondit.ions， the layer stochasticity 
controls seismic ground strains. 1n the absence of spatially recorded seismic data at 
a site，七heapproach can be ut誼izedfor the description of the spatial variation of七he
moもions-in七heseismic response analysis of buried and above-ground lifelines. 
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1 Introduction 

The seisrnic resistant design of conventional ''poin七"structures requires information on七he

time variation of the seismic ground motions at a single location on七heground surface; 

because the dimensions of such strul鉱山es釘 erelatively small compared to the wavelengths 

of七heseisrnic motions， i七ω.nbeぉsumed七ha七七heground excitations over the entire 

foundation area are essentially the s釦 le.This is no七七hecas-e， however， for the seismic 

response of lifelines. Lifelines， such as pipelines and bridges， extend over 10ng dis七ances

paral1el to the ground， and their図工pportsundergo different motions during earthquakes. 

The differential motion or the spatia1 variation of the seismic ground motions. may induce 

significan七addi七ionalforces in the structures than the ones obtained if it is部 sumedthat 

the motions a七allsupporもsare identical. 

The spatia1. variation of the seismic ground motions is caused by七heirapparent propa-

gation on七heground surface and the change in七heirshape (10ss of coherence) at various 

10cations. 1七is，generally， obtained丘omthe analysis of recorded data a七denseinstrument 

arrays， such as the SMART -1 array in Lo七ung，T:出wan(e.g.， [2]， [3]， [9]， [10]， [12]， [17]， 

[18]， [34]); most of these analyses ωInsider the strong motions of七hedirect ふwavewindow. 

I七hasbeen recognized that the sp剖ialvariation of the seismic ground mo七ionscan be de-

scribed by a function exponentially decaying with separation distance and frequency (e.g・?

[3]， [25]， [34]). However， various expressions and different degrees of exponential decay 

appear to fit data recorded aももhe錨 nesite for different earthquakes or at different sites. It 

has no七beenestablished yet which spatial variability model is the more appropriate for the 

seismic analy釘 oflifelines. Furthermore， the choice of any particular model (mathemati-

cal expression and degree of exponential decay) in the seismic陀 sponseana1ysis of lifelines 

has a significant e百ecton the resulting s七ructuralresponse:七hedegree of correlation in 

七hespatia1 variation at 10w Jrequencies con七r01sdifferential ground disp1acements， seismic 

strains and the quぉi-staticresponse of lifelines， whereωthe degree of the exponential de-
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caya七higherfrequencies controls the dynamic response of above-ground lifelines [39]， [40]. 

Consequently， a major diffi.culty in the eva1uation of the se.凶ticresponse of these extended 

structures isぬeselection of an appropriate spa七ialvariability model for七hesite under 

consideration， when spatially recorded seismic data are not available. Thus，七hereis a need 

for reliable si七e-specific，analytical釦 d/orempirical models for the spatial variation of七he

seismic ground motions to be used in the seismic resistant analysis and design of lifelines. 

Somerville et al [28] proposed a mode1， in which they attribute spatial variability to the 

wave propagation effect， the白titesource effect，七heeffect of scattering of the seismic waves 

as they propagate仕omthe sourceωthe si七e，and the 10cal site effects. Schneider et al [25] 

considered七hatthe spatial variability is the product of two tenns， the first corresponding 

to source and wave passage effects and the second七o七hescattering of the waves from 

the source to the ground surface. In a recent study， Spudich [29] indicated七hatthe main 

con七ributors七0七hespa七ialvariation of the seismic motions釘 eぬewave passage e:ffects， 

the企eesurface boundary condi七ions，which may introdua surface waves， and the site 

conditions， which may introduce spatially variable delays in the arrival of the waves from 

the bedrock to the surface as well as spatially variable site effects; Spudich [29]， based on 

a review of seismological observations， also suggested that the effec七ofsource fini teness is 

mi凶mal.Der Kiureghian [7] has recently developed a st∞hastic model， in which the七otal

spatia1 variation of the seismic motions is composed of terms corresponding七owave passage 

effects， e:ffects of 10ss of coherence in the bedrock motion， and site response contribution. 

This work deals also with the analytical evaluation of the spatial variation of the seismic 

motions. Con七raryto current approaches， that consider fully deterministic layer characteris-

tics for the site response contribution to spatial variability， the present analysis inves七igates

the e:ffect of layer stochωticity in the resulting seismic ground motions. It attributes the 

七otalspatial variation of七hestrong， shear-wave motions to the wave passage effect， the 

scattering of the waves from the source七othe site， and the local site conditions. Based 
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on Spudich's [29] observations， the effect of source fini七enessis not七akeninto considera-

七ion. The scattering of七heshear waves from七hesourceぬもhesite is represented by a 

common1y used mode1 for the 10ss of spa七ialcoherence in seismic ground mo七ions. The 

wave passage effect is represented by a phぉedifference -term， i.e・， the seisrnic七imehistory 

propagates with a∞nstant ve10city 00 the ground surface， as is， generally， the case for 

the s七rongS-wave window of七hemotIons. The approach concentrates on the site response 

effect， which is appro:ximaもedby. one-rumensional， shear wave propagation七hrougha ran-

dom 1ayer. Thus，七hemethodo10gy is applicable to sites which can be approximated by 

horizontal layers without dramatic changes in七heirtopography and for the strong motion 

S-wave window. The contribuもionsof the various factors to the spatial variation of the 

surface motions and the resu1ting seisrnic ground strains are exarnined for an example site. 

It is shown七ha七variabilitiesin the soil characteristics can significan七lyred uce the degree 

of corre1ation of the seismic motions at the stochas七iclayer predominant frequency and 

significantly increase the value of seismic ground strains. Thus， stochω七icityin the soil 

characteristics ought to be incorporated in spa七ialvariabili ty models. In the absence of 

spatially recorded seismic data at a site， the resul七sof七hepresent approach can be used as 

a realistic approximation for the d也crip七ionof spatially variable seismic ground motions 

in七heseismic response analysis of above-ground and buried lifelines. 

2 Seismic ground displacements in homogeneous sto-

chastic layered media 

2.1 Evaluation of seismic ground motions 

Consider an elastic half-space (bedrock) underlying a horizontally extended layer with 

stochastic properties; the coordinate along the depth of the layer is indicated by z and 

that a10ng七heground surface by x. The total layer thickness is constan七andequal to H. 

Within七helayer the soil characteristics (shear modulus G(x， z)釦 dmass densi tyρ(x，z)) 
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V訂 yrandomly along the horizontal∞ordina七eas: 

G(Xtz) == Gz(z)[l + !c(x)] (1) 

釦 d

ρ(x，z); ==ρz(z)[l + fp(x)] (2) 

where， Gz(z) and pz(z)詑 present七，hemean values of G(x， z)釦 dp(x， z)， respectively， and 

are deterministic functions of z， and /a(x) and hρ(x) represent stochastic fields with zero 

mean along the horizontal coordinate x. 

The inciden七seisrnicmotion at the bedrock-layer interface， Ub(X， t)， is represented by 

stationary random shear waves.τIle displacemen七七imehis七orya七anyloca七ion(x， z) within 

the layer is the superposition of the inciden七displacementat the bedrock-layer interface， 

Ub(X， t)， and七herela七ivedisplacement between the bedrock and the location under consid-

eration， U1・(x，z，t):

u(x， z，:t) == Ub(X， t) + Ur(X， z， t) (3) 

The following assumptions are made at this poin七regardingthe layer response to the 

random incident mo七ion:

(i) The inciden七randomwaves出pingethe bedrock-layer interface a七suchangles tha七

their propagation within the layers can be assumed to be vertical. This assumption serves 

as a first approximation， since it simplifies the wave propagation patterns in layered media， 

and is commonly used in the consid位前ionof the effects of layers on seisrnic ground motions 

(e.g・， [24]). Furthermore， it c釦 bereasoned that， because the angle of仕組srni凶 onofbody 

waves from the bedrock to the Sl油 celayer is steep and can be as steep as 900 [22]，七he

propagation of the waveforms withln the layer can be considered vertical. 

(ii) The relative displacement 'U，・(x，ムt)can be represented by七heproduct of the gen-

eralized coordinate ♂(x， t)，釦 danおsumedmode shape ψ(z)， that satisfies the geometric 

boundary condi七lonsψ(0)== 1 (at the ground surface) andゆ(H)== 0 (at the bedrock-layer 
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interface) : 

u，.・(X7JZ，t) =♂(x， t)ψ(Z) 

The assumed mode shape takes the form [11]: 

ψ{Z) = cos(竺三)
2H 

(4) 

(5) 

which corresponds to the normal1zerl first mode shape of a single， homogeneous， infinite， 

horizon七allayerover a rigid be合ock(e.g・， [20]). This consideration approximates. the layer 

response by that of a single-degu偲ーof-freedomoscillator wi七hrandom characteristics， as 

will be shown la七erin the. deriva説on.It is noted tha七七hissimplification elirninates the 

effects of higher modes presen七回 alayered half-space， but captures the dominant layer 

response; it is generally acceptable tha七七hesite responds with a dominant frequency to 

seismic excitations (e.g.， [25]). It is also noted that， with the enforcement of the boundary 

condition ψ(H) = 0， the model does not consider properly七heeffect of the layers on the 

total motion a七七hebedrock-layer interfacej thus， the present approach is valid only for the 

estimation of surface ground motion characteris七ics.

For c1arity purposes， it is also mentioned七hatthe layer characteristics and the p紅白ll-

eters affecting the incident motion at the bedrock-layer interface， such as source effects 

and random inhomogeneities along the path of the waves in the bedrock， are statistically 

independent quanti ties. 

With the aforementioned considerations，七heforces acting on an infinitesimal soil ele-

ment within the layers are determined from [20]: 

加 d

ZPu(x， z， t) 
F1(x， z，t) =一ρ(ZFZ)dzdz=-p(ZJ)位(x，z， t) dx dz 

δt2 

。 θUr(x，z， t) 
FR(z，Z?t)=71G(ZJ) 。 71dzdz

az 0 
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in which， F1(x， z， t) and FR(x， z， t)ぽ ethe inertia and restoring force for七heelement， 

respectively. Through the principle of virtual work， i.e.， 
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in which， 8ur ==ψ(z) 8♂(x， t)， sinaψ(z) is the given shape function， the equation of 

motion becomes: 

が(x，t)+ ~ω宰(x)f 包牢 (x ， t) == -s Ub(X， t) (9) 

in which， w*(x) is七hepredominant layer natural frequency determined from Eqs. 1， 2， 6， 

7釦 d8 as: 

w*(x) == 
jf itiG(z，z)ψ'(z) ] ~ψ(z) dz _ I (1十 !c(x))JoH Gz(z) [ψ(z))2 dz 

fOH p(x， z) [ψ(z))2 dz -~ (1 + ~ρ (x)) foHρz(z) [ψ(z))2 dz 
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and s is the participation factor (Eqs. 2， 6， 7 and 8): 
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An approximate equivalent damping ratio， (*(x)， is then introduced in Eq. 9 to account 

for the energy loss due， but not necessarily exclusively， to the hystere七icbehaviour of the 

soil under dynamic loading. Thus， the equation of motion becomes: 

グ(x，t) + 2(*(x)ω本(x)色章(x，t) + [W*(X)]2♂(x， t) == -s Ub (x ， t) (12) 

The predominant natural企equencyw*(x) and the equivalen七dampingratio ♂(x) fluc-

tuate randomly along x; this fluctuation results from the stochasticity in the layer charac-

teristics (Eqs. 1 and 2) and can， alternatively， be expressed as: 

w*(x) == u.札1+ω(x)J 

(*(x) == (0[1 + ((x)] 

(13) 

(14) 

in which，ωo釦 d(0 are the mean values of w*(x) and (*(x)， respectively， andω(x) and 

((x)訂 ehomogeneous stochぉticfields with zero mean and corresponding standard de-

viationsσωωand σcc. It is noted that， since the approach is applicable to sites withou七
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dramatic changes in their七opography，the variability of boもhw*(x)釦 dσ(x) around七heir

mean values is small; consequently， the s七andarddeviations σωand σcc of their random 

fluctuations， w(x) and ((x)， are sn凶1quanti七ies.

The solution to the differentia1 equation of motion (Eq. 12) is: 

ぜい，吟 =-9j::h〔い川，7竹〕也ω 一寸

i泊nwhich， 1巾，7)is the impulse response function: 

J ，.，*1，...¥ _ J/_ [，..*(_¥12 e-:-(*(X) w"'(x)r sin[w*(x)ゾ1-[(*(x)12 7] forアさ oh(X，7) == < w*(x)、/1-[C*(x)]2 - ~---L- ，-， V 

l 0 for 7 く O

(15) 

(16) 

Once u*(x， t) is determined，七heseismic motions on the ground surface (z == 0) can be 

evaluated from: 

包(x，z == 0， t) ==匂(x，t)十包牢(x，t) (17) 

which is esse凶iallya repetition of Eq. 3 with the consideration tha七ψ(0)== 1. 

ピ(x，t) (Eq. 15) is determined as follows: The impu1se response function h(x， 7) of Eq. 

16 is expanded into a Taylor series around w* (x) ==ωo組 dσ(x) == (0， and resul七s(for 

T ど0)in: 

h(x， 7)1づ(にな

(18) 

+ 

N eglecting terms of order three and higher (i.e・，O(仏σ:{4)'O( (5a:w)， 0((5σz，)， etc.)， 

due to smallness of (0，σωωand σ"， and considering the statistical independence between the 

layer characteristics (ω(x)釦 d((x)) and the incident mo蜘 nat the bedrock-layer interface 

(Ub(X， t))， one can obtain， after lengthy but straight-forward algebraic manipulations， the 

cross spectral density of the relative ground displacement 35: 

Su*u* (乙ω)==β2ω4[IH(ω0，(0，ω)12 + 4ωoRω(ご)IH(ω'0，(0，ω) 1
4 
J S.匂内(乙ω) (19) 
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加 which，えμω(ご)is七heautocorrelation function of ω(x) (Eq. 13)， and represen七S 七he

fiuctuation of七hepredominant frequency of the layer around its mean value. In Eq. 19， 

the frequency response function H (ω0，(0，ω) is given by: 

H(ω'0， (0，ω)=l  (20) 

with i ==ゾ-1，and Su内(乙w)is the cross spectral densiもyof the incident motion at七he

bedrock -layer interface. 

The cross spectral density of theもotalground surface displacement is determined from 

Eqs. 17， 18 and 19， again a五erlengthy buむstraight-forwardalgebraic manipulations， as: 

SUU(乙ω) == [(斗 +(2s + 4(5 -2) W~W2 + (s -1)2w
4
) IH(ω0，(0，ω) 12 

+4s2W6w4えω(ご)IH(ω。ぺ0，ω)14]Su内(乙ω)" (21) 

The corresponding power spectral density of the motions is obtained from Eq. 21 by setting 

the separation distance equal to zero， (ご==0)， as: 

Sω(ω) == [(イ +(2s + 4(5 -2)ω長2+ (s _ 1)2ω4) IH(ω'0， (0，ω)12 

+4ß2Wð W4 σ'~rH(ω。ぺ0 ， ω)1 4]8包向 (ω) (22) 

in which， SUbUb (ω) ==ら内(ご==0， w)， is the power spectrum of七heincident motion. 1七

is noted七hat，for a participation factor equal to one (s == 1， i.e・， simple single-degree-of-

freedom oscillator) and for deterministic values of the soil properties， Eq. 22 reduces to the 

well known Kanai-Tajimi spectrum [15]， [31]. 

Thep釘 ameterss，ω'0， Rωω(と)， σω，and (0 in Eqs. 21釦 d22 depend on the soil proper-

ties， and are evaluated in the following subsection for an example site. The description for 

the cross and power spec七ralspectral densities of the incident motion a七七hebedrock-Iayer 

interface (Eqs. 21 and 22) are discussed in Section 3. 
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2.2 Stochastic charactenstics of the ground 

Consider七heprofile of an example site over a length of 1200m shown in Fig. 1. For 

simplicity， it is considered that七hestocha.sticity in the so丑characterisもicsresults from 

variability in the depth of six sublayers (M == 6) consisting the 70m deep surfacelayer. The 

soil characteristics are constan七wi也ineach sublayer and given in Table 1， and the sublayer 

boundaries are approximated by stepped lines as shown in Fig. 1. The cross sectional area 

is then divided into six七yvertical' suおectionseach with dimensions 20m x 70m. From the 

layer七hickness(Fig. 1) and七heso五materialproperties (Table 1)， the predominant layer 

frequency w* (ら)，π== 1，2，.…，60 can be computed by an extension of Okamoto's equation 

[21]: 

牢(za)=ZMl(23)  
2冬主主斗
J三1.vsj(xn) 

in which， Hj (xn) and VSj (xn) are the depth and shear wave velocity， respectively， of sublayer 

j at location 九・ Themean value組 dstandard deviation of the sample data (Eq. 23) can 

be determined using standard techniques (e.g・， Ref.[4]). For the pぽ ticularexample of Fig 

1 and Table 1， the mean predomina.nt frequency of the layer becomes ω。==5.64 rad/sec 

wi th a corresponding s七andarddeviation ofσωω== 0.101. 

The sample spatial correlation function for ω(X) (Eq. 13) is caIculated by interpreting 

each sample as a realization ofぬe説。chas七icprocess using the following equation: 

午~rW*(Xn +ふ)ーω'01rW*(Xn) - ω えJw(Ck)==一一L I: [W ¥;Ln ~ .~k} -U/O] [W \;Ln~ - U/O] 
N-k己 ω。 ω。 (24) 

w here N is the total number of so丑verticalsubsections (N == 60 for七hisexample). In 

order to avoid a small averaging numher N -k in Eq. 24， the longes七separationdistance 

used wasふ=600m. The resultingヰ胤ia1correlation function， normalized by the variance 

dωis presented in Fig. 2. LateT in this work， a closed' form approximation for the 

spatial correla七ionfunction will be necessary so that the behaviour of the spatial variability 

is analytically reproduced， and the seismic ground strains are estimated. The analytica1 
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approximation for Rww (ふ)is: 

え制(と)=σ:ωんω(ご) (25) 

in which， .fcωω(ご)，七henormalized spatial∞rrelation function， ought to be consiste凶 with

the variability of七hedata at the sitet and satisfy七hefollowing conditions:(i) i七oughtto be 

symmetric around ご=0 (homogenei匂r:requrrement); and (註)its firs七andsecond derivatives 

ought七oexist and assume fini七e鴻 luesa七ご=0， so that七heeval uation of strains based on 

the expression is feasible. It is no記d，tha七thesetwo conditions加 posethatん(0)= O. 

For the present example the mathematical expression used for fi.ωω(ご)is: 

は)= [1 -2引e-(走)2 (26) 

in which， bωis the scale of correlation. The value of bωis determined in such a way that 

Rωω(ご)(Eq. 25) becomes zero for the same value of the separation distance c that produces 

a zero val ue forえω(ご)(Eq; 24); in this cぉe，C'勾 110mfor九JW(C')= 0 (Fig. 2)， and， thus， 

bω = 155.56m. The analytical spatial correlation function (Eqs. 25 and 26)， normalized 

by the layer 合equencyvariance， is also plotted in Fig. 2. Alternative expressions for the 

normalized autocorrelation function can be found in， e.g・， Ref. [10]. 

In the absence of more refined data forぬedamping coefficien七， i七isassumed tha七(0= 

0.20 for the soft soil site (low predominant企equency)of the presen七example.(0 = 0.20， 

0.40 and 0.60 are commonly used values for damping coefficients for soft， intermediate and 

firm soil conditions [8]，. [13]， [31]. 

The participation factor s is obtained from Eq. 11 through in七egra七ionof determinis七ic

functions， which involveぬemean value of the soil mass of the layer and the shape function. 

In this example， the soil mass is constant in each sublayer， but the sublayers' thickness 

fluctuates. A gross estimate for the participation factor can be obtained if the soil mass is 

averaged over all sublayers and the .integration performed over the entire layer thickness， 
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l.e.， 
p ifψ(z) dz 4 
一 =ー=1.273 

foHψ2(Z) dz 1r 
(27) 

Alternatively， s c釦 bedetermined fr.om the mean value of the parlicipation factor obtained 

through the application of Eq. 11 to each vertical subsection， i.e.， 

j~H p(XmZ)ψ(z) dz 
s(Xη)=J 

Jol1 p(Xn， z) rT{z))2 dz 

M -n.+Hi 
E Pi fψ(z) dz 
i=1 14 

M hi(Xn)+Hi(Xπ) 
E Pi J [ψ(z))2 dz 
i=1 hi(Xn) 

(28) 

in which， M is the. number of soil sublayers， Pi is the soil mass in sublayer i (Table 1)， 

Hi(Xn) is the七hicknessof the suるlayera七locationx，π(Fig. 1)，釦dhi(xn) = 玄Hl(Xπ)

for i > 1 and h1 (Xn) = O. The mean value of the participation factors resulting from Eq. 

28 is β=  1.302， a value not sign述can七lydifferen七fromthe gross estimate of Eq. 27. 1n 

七hefollowing， the mean val ue of β=  1.302 is used. It is noted that this value represents 

七heactual participation factor for all vertical subsections;七hevariance of the participation 

factor obtained from七hedata of Eq. 28 was 9.4 x 10-5
. 

The power spectral density of the total surface motions nonnalized with respect to that 

of七heincident motion (Eq. 22) is shown in Fig. 3. As expected， its power is contained in 

the vicinity of七hemean value of the layer predominant frequency and its shape resembles 

七hatof the Kanai-Tajimi spectrum. 

3 Seismic motion spatial correlation structure 

As indicated in the Introductionヲ thespatial variation of seismic ground motions results 

from the apparent propagation of the waveforms on the ground surface and七hedifferences 

in their shape at the various locatioDS. Commonly， the more well understood wave passage 

e百'ectis considered independently of the other spatial variability causes. The main descrip-

tor of the remaining spatial variability causes is the coherence， defined as the absolute value 

of the cross spectrum of the motions at two recording stations divided by the square root of 
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the product of the power spectra at theもwostations. Coherence estimate~ are insensitive 

to the amplitude却 e民間esof the motions at the various loca七ions[29]. Consequently， the 

variability in 七hemotions described by the coherence is a“七七ribu凶1泊七edma泊Jn叫1吐ly七ωO七h恥eirphase 

d也iffi飴eren悶 [1山1]， i同.怠e.，coherence 均 re甑 t匂se倒S鉛se飢n凶もi凶all砂yrandom p凶h鎚 紙efiuωC七uω1泊胤a叫釧t位i伽Oα∞n瓜1

t出ha剖，t，al though coherence describes pbぉevariability， it is no七&旬、写ociatedwith the (deter-

ministic) apparent propagation of the motions on the ground surface; quadrant-symmetric 

space-time random fields [35]， as mos七coherencemodels a民 representmotions that are 

superpositions of standing waves 将司.The power spectra of七hemotions， which are pro-

portional to七hesquare of the amplitude，紅e，generally， assumed to be the sむneat all 

locations， an assumption also made implicitly in Eq. 22. 

In the present notation， the spatial variation of seismic ground motions is expressed as: 

and their coherence as: 

S材(乙ω)
γ却(乙ω)==

S材(ご==0，ω) 

lS**(乙ω)I 
(乙ω)==

S材(ご==0，ω) 

in which， *三 ufor the surface mo七ions，or *三 Ubfor the incidence mo七ions.

(29) 

(30) 

The inciden七motioncoherence and the app訂 entpropagation of七hewaveforms訂 e

estimated in the following subsection， and followed by the evaluation of the total surface 

motion spatial correlation s七ructu閃.

3.1 Spatial variation of incident motions 

Since stationarity is ぉsumedthroughout七heanalysis， the incident motion a七七hebedrock-

layer interface is described by its crωs spectral density between two stations at a distance 

c apart from each other as (Eq. 29): 

S包向(乙ω)== s.包向(ω)'b・卯(乙ω) (31) 
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in which， SUbUb (ω)， the power spectral density of the incident motion (disp1acement) at 

七hebedrock-1ayer interface， is considered to be七hesame at al1 10ca七ions，andγb.却(乙ω)

indicates七hespatial variation of七haもmotion.

In Eq. 31， the incident motion power spectra1 densityαn be approximated by七he

common1y used seismo10gical spectra [14J. The spatial variation of the motions Ib以乙ω)

is decomposed into a term describing loss of coherence，γ'b.coh (c， w)，組 da term representing 

propagatio九 Ib.pr叩(乙ω，c)with G indicating velocity， as: 

γω(乙ω)=γb.∞h(乙ω)γb・F勿(乙ω，c) (32) 

Since it has been suggested七ha七thefinite source effect on the spatial variability is not 

significant [29]，七he10ss of coherence of the incide凶 motionswill result from the scattering 

of the waves as they travel企omぬesource七o七hebedrocl←layer interface， which can be 

approximated by stochastic wave propaga七ion[2司， [33]. For七heshear wave window an-

alyzed herein， the incident motion coherence is approximated by the mode1 of Luco and 

Wong [19]， which is based on the analysis of shear waves propagating a distance R through 

a random medium: 

rb・coh(乙ω)= e一(球)2

η=μ(主)1/2α-
10 

ん 2..2~2 e一一、

η 

Vrm 

(33) 

Vrm is an estimate for the elastic shear wave velocity in the random medium (bedrock)， ro 

the scale length of random inhomogeneities along the pa七h，組dμ2a measure of七here1ative 

variation of the elastic properties in the medium.α， the incoherence parameter， controls the 

exponentia1 decay of the function; the higher the va1ue of α， the higher七he10ss of coherence 

as separation distance and frequency increぉe.With appropriate choices for the incoherence 

parameter， the mode1 has been shown to fit the spatia1 variation of recorded data， and has 

been used extensive1y by researchers in their evaluation of the seismic response analysis of 

lifelines (e. g・， [8]， [19]， [36]，附]， (39]). In these approaches， Eq. 33 has been used for the 
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description of七hespatial coherence of the surface mo七ions，whereぉ hereini t represen七s七he

coherence of the incident exci七ationat the bedrock咽 layerinterface. This does not necessarily 

constitute an inconsistency: The expression is based on shear wave propag抗ionthrough 

random media， an approximation which may be valid for the propaga七ionof the waves 

企omthe source to the ground surfa偲 orfrom the source to the bedrock-layer interface; 

Der Ki ureghian [7] hぉ alsorecently used Eq. 33 for the description of the bedrock motion 

coherence. It is also noted七hatthe degree of loss of coherence in Eq. 33 is the sむnewith 

increasing企equencyand separation distance. This behaviour is not consistent with some 

recent observations， thaむsugges七thatthe decay of coherence with frequency may differ from 

its decay with separation distance [29J. The present methodology can accommodate these 

recent developments: when alternative formulations，七hatreproduce these observations， 

become available， they can be easily incorporated in Eqs. 31 and 32 instead of Luco and 

Wong's expression. 

The apparent propagation of the motions is described in spa七ialvariability expressions 

(Eqs. 29 and 32) by: 

γb・F停(乙ω，c)=εーむと/c (34) 

which represents the frequency dependen七correlationfunction of a unidirectional random 

wave propagating wiぬ constan七velocityc [35]. 'Fhe consideration that the entire seismic 

ground motion propagates with a∞nstant velocity is valid， since only the window of the 

strong S-wave motion is considered. This observation has been verified from analyses of 

recorded data for the estimation of七hespatial variability (eιRef. [12])， and also from 

七heslowness spec七raevaluation of broad-band body waves [30]， [41]. 1七Isnoted that c (in 

Eq. 34) is the apparent propagation velocity of the incident motion at the bedrock-Iayer 

interface， which is a function of the shear wave velocity in the bedrock， Vrm， and the angle 

of incidence of waves at the interface. As indicated in Section 2， it is considered that七he

waves impinge七heinterface at such angles， that their propaga七ionwi thin the layer can be 
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considered vertical. 

3.2 Spatial variation of surface motions 

With the considerations of Sections 2: and 3.1， the cross spectral densityof the total surface 

mo七ionbecomes: 

Sω(乙ω)=[冗l(s，ω'0，(0，'1ω)+丸刈と)冗2(s，ω10，(0，ω)] S包内(ω)ε一α2ω2e
2
e-i乎 (35) 

in which， 

冗1(β，ω'0，(0，ω) 

行t2(β，ω0，(0，ω) 

(ωIO + (2s十 4(5-2)ω3ω2十 (β -1)2w4) IH(ω0， (0，ω) 12 (36) 

4β2 W6 w4i IH(ω'0， (0，ω)14 
' (37) 

Equation 35 incorporates the contributions of both the incident mo.tion variability and七he

layer stochasticity to the total correlation structure of the surface motions. 1n order to 

analyze these effects separately， thcir contributions are isolated from one another: 

1n the ab~ence of the layers the variability of the surface motions becomes identical to 

七hatof the incident motion (Eq. 32). The variation wiもhfrequency of the term representing 

10ss of coherence in the inciden七motion(e-a2W2e2 from Eq. 33)叫 separa七iondistances of 

40， 100， 200， and 500m is presented in Fig. 4;αis equal to 2.5 x 10-4 sec/m， a median 

val ue between the ones suggested by Luco and Wo時 [19]from their analyses of actual 

earthquake data (2 -3 X 10-4 secJm). The wave passage七ermin七heincident motion 

I _.ど主 1 

spatial variation (e-17 from Eq. 34) introduces a phase difference in the seismic ground 

motions at various stations， the valu.e of which is determined丘om:

3(e-¥乎)ωご
仇(乙ω)=紅 ctan 吋 =一一

~(e-Ft) 
(38) 

with ~ and ~ indicating the real and imaginary part， respectively; Eq. 38 represents the 

deterministic phase of a broad band S-wave propagating with constant velocity c. 
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In order to isolate七heeffect of the layer s七ochasticityfrom七hatof the incider泊 motion

in the total spatial variability， i七is繊 umed七hatぬebedrock motion is fully coherent wiぬ

c→∞(i.e・， 8匂向(乙ω)==白山(ω)in Eq. 31). For fully coheren七incidencemotions， the 

resulting surface motion random field is quadranレsymmetric，and， thus， the stochasticity 

in the layers affects the coherence of the motions according ω(Eqs. 30 and 35): 

一!1t1(s，Lぬ，(0，ω)十九ω(ご)冗2(β?ω0，(0，ω)]
(乙ω)==

{冗l(s，ω0，(01ω)+σふ冗2(β，凶，(0，ω)]
(39) 

The contribution of七helayer stochasticity to the spatial variation of the motions (Eq. 

39) at separation distances of 40， 1∞， 200， and 500m Is presented in Fig. 5; the actual 

values of七hespatial correlation function九ω(ご)(Eq. 24) were used in the figure. The 

correlation structure in Fig. 5 is differen七fromthe one expected in spatial variability (i.e.， 

exponential decay with both separa必ondistance and frequency). The expression decays 

close to the frequency of the first mode ofぬelayers and assumes a constan七valueclose 

to perfect correla七ionas frequency increases. The behaviour of the correlation in Fig. 5 is 

realistic: The layer responds to七heincident excita七ionas a series of single-degree-of-freedom 

systems with slightly varying， correlated frequency. For input motion frequencies close to 

the mean na七uralfrequency of the “oscillators" ，七heresponse of七hesystems is affected by 

the variability in七hevalue of七hisnatural frequency， and results in loss of correlation. As 

the exciting frequencies increぉepast the natural frequency of the systems， the actual value 

of the natural frequency (for small variabUities) seizes to affect the response sign泊cantly

The overall coherence (inciden七motioncoherence and layer s七ochasticity)in the spatial 

varia忠ionof the surface motions isほpressedas (Eqs. 30， 33 and 39): 

γ∞h(乙ω)==γb.coh(乙ω)γl.∞h(乙ω) (40) 

and is presented in Fig. 6. It is noted from the figure七hatthe overall shape of the total 

coherence is controlled by that of the inciden七motion;the layer stochぉticityresults in a 

decrease in the correlation close to the mean value of the natural frequency of the layer. 
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This should be expected， since the total coherence 'of the surface motions is the product of 

the incide凶 mo七ioncoherence and the one resulting from the layer stochasticity. 

The overall agreemen七ofthe spatial coherence wi th and wiもhoutsite effects is consistent 

with previous observa七ionsat variousむTaysites， which泊也catethat the site variability 

may not particularly influence the overall correlation structure of吐letotal motion [25]， [26]. 

It also justifies the use of smoothly decaying spatial coherence models with p紅白netersob-

tained frohl surface records (such as Luco and Wong's model)ぬ describethe coherence of 

the incident motions in the present approach. However， the drop in the correlation at the 

predominant frequency of the layers is dis七inguishable.τ'hisdrop-in-coherence behaviour 

observed in Figs. 5 and 6 hぉ伽 beennoted by Kanasewich [16]， who suggested that 

si te resonances can be identified丘omholes in the coherence spectra of motions at adja-

cent locations， and by Cranswick [5}， who fur七herindicated that perturbations with small 

deviations in the layer characteristics wiI1 produce七hegreatest changes in the response 

functions， and， since coherence is a measure of similarity of the motions， it wiU be low 

at the resonant frequencies. Thus， the present approach in∞rporates site effects in the 

spatial correlation s七ructureof the mo七ionsthat are consistent wi七hobserva七ions，but have 

not been taken into account before in its estimates. Genera1ly， it is ぉsumedthat the site 

contribution results from the response of individual， statistica.lly independen七soilcolumns 

with different characteristics. Ac∞['dingly， the site contribution does no七affectcoherence， 

but produces a deter凶 ni山 ph笛 edifference in the su均 cemotion correlation [7]. Cle紅 ly，

七hedeterministic phase difference is caused by the delays in the arrival of the waves from 

七hebedrock to the ground surface due to their propagation七hroughdifferent layers. The 

present approach approximates the鈎 ilcolumns transmi七tingthe bedrock excitation to the 

ground surface by single-degree-of-freedom systems with s凶 ilar，correlated characteristics. 

The time delay in the arrival of the waves from the interface to the ground surface is in-

corporated in the model through the layer predominant frequency (Eq. 12):釦 incident
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impulse acceleration at the bedrock-layer interface at t = 0 would produce a maximum 

response on山 groundsurf，制品 approximaぉlyt = ~(ま)，芝町esen七ing 恥 period of 

oscillation. The layer stochasticity causes random fluctuations in the arrival of the waves 

from the bedrock to the surface， and， thus， affects the coherence -random phωe variability-

of the motions. The apparent prop僻 ion(deterministic 仲間)of the surface motions is 

con七rolledby that of the incident motion， since vertical propagation is considered within 

the layer. It is emphasized七hatthe present methodology is applicable to sites with no 

dramatic changes in their topography， for which the homogeneity ωsumption for the layer 

variability is valid. For sites wi出 spatialcharacteristics that deviate significantly from 

constant mean values， the spatial homogeneity assumption ought七obe waived; in this 

cぉe，the layer stochasticity would affect boもhthe coherence and the apparen七propagation

(deterministic phase) of the motiollS. 

Bぉedon Eqs. 29， 35 and 39， the spatial variation of the surface moむionsbecomes: 

[冗l(β?ωoぺ0，ω)十九ω(ご)1ゼ2(s，ω0，(0，ω)] ーα2W2ご2 _凶
γω(乙ω)=

[冗l(β，ω0，(0，ω)十 σ3ω冗2(s，ω0，(0，ω)] 

4 Evaluation of seismic ground strains 

(41) 

Seisrnic strains resulting on七hesurface of the stochastic layer are evaluated as follows: The 

cross correlation function of the seismic motions on the ground surface is defined as: 

+∞ 

九(乙市Jsω(乙ω)e
iwr dw (42) 

-00 

From the above expression， the .variance of the horizontal seismic s七rainsalong七hex-

direction (direction of wave propagation on the ground surface) becomes: 

2 θ2Ruu(乙ァ)1 r r+∞ δ28凶(ご ω)
i f-o=-il'dd1154 

8c2 1 ~二。 J-∞ θÇ2
(43) 

and that of the seisrnic ground velocities (particle velocities): 

ー δ2九包(乙ァ)1 r r+∞ 2 
σL=i-3721iiz;=[人∞ w'1.Suu(c， w) dlω] I←o (44) 
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The square-root of the variance (I'似也ean-~quare) of a random quantity provides informa-

tion on its mean maximum value， sinceロnsval ues are proportional to七hemean maximum 

ones [6]. 

The evaluation of seismic ground strains (Eq. 43) req凶resthe integration of the second 

derivative with respect to c of the cross correlation of the motions atァ=0， which becomes 

(Eqs. 21， 31， 32 and 42): 

ιι似Ruu(c，バ必必(ぽ低5乙Uい，i戸T戸吋=斗叫0的) = 1乙とβ:::コ::コ7〉[何阿仰冗払削1バμ(伊β?川ω凶刷川川O仇バ?ぺC

X 8
1包肖a勾-句

(cω.v)e-一一α0.
2ω
w
2
ご♂2e一i乎ふJ (45) 

in which，冗1(s， Wo， (0，μふand冗2(s，WO，(0，W)are given by Eqs. 36 and 37， respectively. 

Since both the value and the derivatives of七hespatial correlation function 九ω(ご)are 

needed a七ご=0 in Eqs. 43 and 45， its analytical approximation (Eq. 25) is required. 

These derivatives， for any assumed correlation function expression .fcωω(ご)， take the form: 

Rωω(0) =σふ;RLω(0)= 0; R~w(O) = σ3ω f~ム (0) (46) 

The subs七itutionof Eq. 46 into Eqs. 43 and 45 yields七hevariance of七heseismic ground 

s七ralns:

1"'¥ r+∞内司 1."". . _ .... _.， .... _ H  

σ二=I
∞

[ω(2d+(32)(冗1+σωω行2)-dωんω(0)冗2]8u向 (ω)d，ω(47)

in which，七hedependence of冗1and冗2ons，ω0，(0 and ωh筒 beenomit七edfor simplicity. 

Wi th the assumption that 8i九九(ω)，the power spectral density of the incident motio，n 

accelera七ion，is a slowly varying func.tion of frequency， and noting that both IH(ω。ぺ0，ω)12

and IH(ω。ぺ0，ω)1
4 peak close toω=ω'0， an approximation for the variance of the ground 

strains is found to be: 

2 I 
(1 ¥2 1 r 02 庁~\ I ;I_，-21 s2σふfム(0)

11 I A _，-2π  
ぺ={ω5 [2α+(一)~] [ß~ (1 +一堂)+4~ ト ;W\~I (1+4(~)}一一九九(ω0) (48) 

C J J l，v ~.L T 

2($ J I -Z
"O J 2 (6 ¥..L I --';"0 JJ 2(0ω3 
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The variance of the seismic velocity a七七heground surface c釦 alsobe evalua七edthrough a 

similar procedure. Equa七ions36， 37， 44 and 46 lead to: 

r+∞-
σ仰= I w:l (冗1+σωω冗2)s匂内(ω)ふJ (49) 

which， wi七h七hesame appro:ximations used in七heevaluation of the seismic s七rains，yields: 

σ3旬={ω'~ [p2 (1 +盆己)+ 4(5]}ーとすら向(ω0)
2(6ゐ(0ω。 (50) 

Equations 48組 d50 then result in七hefollowing estimate for七herms seismic ground 

strain in terms of the rms ground velocity: 

σE:f F2σ3ω必ω(0) (1 + 4(5) 
[2α2 十 (~)2] _ 

2(dwd [s2 (1 +脅)+ 4(5] 
(51) 

σ匂勺

The normalized spatial correlation function of the prese凶 example(Eq. 26) yieldsふ (0)= 

ーす釦dEq. 51 takes吐leform: 

E
-

旬

σ
一
九

L~. 3 ß2 σ~w (1 + 4(5) 
[2α2 + (一)21+a Aωω 

(5 wo b~ [s2 (1 +努)+ 4(5] 
(52) 

Fi肌re7 presents the rms seismic strain (σE:f) normalized wiぬrespec七七othe rms ground 

velocity (σvv)ぉ加ctionof the apparent propagation velocity of the mo七ionson七heground 

surface. Three variations of七heseismic str仰 sare presented in七hefigure:七hefirst corre-

sponds to the incident motion effects only， i.e.， 

三=V2Ct2+ふ (53) 

七hesecond corresponds only to si七eeffects (α= 0 in Eq. 52)， and the七hirdincorporates七he

contributions of bo七hthe incide凶 motionvariability and七helayer stochasticity (Eq. 52). 

The shape of七heground s七raお vs.apparent propagation velocity variability in Fig. 7 is 

consistent with simulations of seisnric ground s七凶nsand velocities [38]， and with analyses 

of actual seismic strains from recorded data during the 1971 San Fernando ear七hquake[22]: 
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The variaゐionof seismic strains a七lowve10cities is not affected by the 10ss of coherence in the 

mo七ions;七hisis consistent with the ∞immonly used approximation in e:rigineering practice 

when surface waves dominate in the motions， namely七hatseismic strains are equal to the 

ground (particle) velocity必videdby the apparent propagation ve10city of the motions. 

When body waves dominate -鎚 isthe case for the strong motion shear wave window-， the 

effect of the 10ss of coherence in the motions on seismic ground strains becomes significant 

(Fig. 7). For the sof七soilprofile∞凶deredherein， Fig. 7 indicates七hatthe contribution of 

the layer stochasticity essential1y ∞llltrols the seismic strains. This effect was no七obvious

from七hespatial variability of the surface ground motions (Fig. 6)， although not altoge七her

unexpected， since the layer stochasticity contribution occurs at the dominan七soilfrequency 

(Eq. 48). As expected，ぬecombined effect of七hebedrock motion and layer stochastici ty 

yields higher strains (Fig. 7). 

5 Summary and conclusion 

The evalua七ionof the seismic response of lifelines， such as pipelines and bridges， requires 

estimates for七hespatia1 variation ofもheseismic ground mo七ionsa七七hesite. Such esti-

mates are difficult to obtain at sit出 whererecorded seismic data from dense arrays紅 enot 

available. 

An approach for七heanalytical evaluation of the spatial variation of the seismic ground 

motions at sites that can be appr叫 matedby a stochastic layer overlaying a bedrock has 

been presented. As is commonly the cぉein the estimation of七hespatial variation， only 

direct shear waves have been considered. The mode1 presented incorporatesもhebasic factors 

that contribute to the spatial variation of seismic ground motions and the assumptions made 

in the. approach are consistent with observations from recorded data and well-established 

approximations. It has been ωsumed that the spatial variation of the incident motion 

at the bedrock-layer interface c加 bedescribed by its spatial coherence and its apparent 
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propagation. The spatial coherence of七heincident mo七ionis described by七heexpression 

derived by Luco and Wo碍 (19]丘omtheanalyお ofshear wave propagation七hroughrandom 

media. A constant apparent propagation velocity for the broad-band shear waves along the 

interface has been ut立ized.The incident shear waves a七七hebedrock-Iayer in七erfacewere 

then assumed to propagate vertiωlly through the stoch鎚七iclayer and the site response 

was approximated by that of one-degree-of-freedom oscillators with random' properties. 

It was shown tha七theshape of the spatial variation of the motions on the ground 

surface is controlled by七hatof七heinciden七motion.The site contribution is concentrated 

in the vicini ty of七hepredominant frequency of the layer and yields a drop in七hevalue 

of the coherence. Such site effects， although observed， have not been incorporated before ， 

in spatial variability models. Seismic ground strains evaluated from the model suggested 

tha七七hecontribution of the site stochasticity can be significant: it esse凶iallycontrols the 

strains aもhigher-body wave-apparent propagation velocities for the soft soil condi七ions

considered herein. Since s七rainsare the key parameter in the seismic response analysis 

of buried pipelines and are also泊rucativeofぬeamplitude of differential displacements， 

which control the seismic quasi-staむicresponse of above-grormd lifelines，七heresul ts of七his

analysis suggest七hatthe effect of layer stochasticity cannot be neglected in the evaluation 

of the spatial variation of seismic ground motions. 

The methodology developed herein provides an approximation for the spatial variation 

of the seismic ground motions that incorporates information on the soil profile at the si te. 

In the absence of spatially recorded seismic data at a site， the spatially variable motions 

resulting from the model can be applied as input motions aむthesupports of above-ground 

and buried lifelines in their seismic resistant analysis and design. 
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Table 1:. Material properties of出esite profile in Fig. 1 

Layer Soil Mass PO凶onRatio Shear Modulus Shear Wave Velocity 

g/cm3 kg* /cm2 m/sec 
1 Sand 1.80 0.48 133.0 85.0 
2 Sand 1.70 0.48 287.0 125.0 
3 Clay 1.50 0.48 612.0 200.0 
4 Gravel 1.90 0.48 2050.0 325.0 

5 Sandstone 2.10 0.48 5360.0 500.0 
6 Sandstone 2.20 0.48 14367.0 800.0 
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Figure 1 Cross section of the soil profile used in the numericaJ example. The vertical 

subsections are also shown inぬeFigure. 

Figure 2 Spatial correla七ionftmctions for泣lepredominan七groundfrequency of七he

stochastic layer using七heactual so宣dataand七heanalytical approximation 

Figure 3 Total surface motion: (displacement) power spectral density， S.凶(ω)，normal-

ized wi th respect to七hepower spectrum of七heincident motion， S.叩伶(w)

Figure 4 Variation of 七h恥es叩pa話必主必ialcoherence of 七h恥ei泊ncid白en凶l凶七 motion [匹Lλu犯lCO∞O釦 dWo∞工n碍1沼gピ's

model] with frequency a剖七 S詑epa紅raゐ励七

Figure 5 Variation of七hespatial coherence due to layer stochasticity with frequency 

at separaゐiondistances of 40， 100， 200 and 500m 

Figure 6 Variation of the total spatial coherence (inciden七mo七ionand layer stochぉ-

ticity) with frequency at separation distances of 40， 100， 200 and 500m 

Figure 7 Variation れ nsstram over rms ground velocity (σ白川)wi th the apparent 

propagation velocity ofぬemo七ions(c) 
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